work. A strong health service is one which matches the needs of the people it treats.
decisions. I am less enamoured of local democracy which on present evidence leads to inefficiency, geographical disparities and duplication of effort. Perhaps if some of the funds invested currently in the present expensive experiment could be invested in new approaches to better assessment of need, we could move a little further in the right direction. We would of course risk Dr Tudor Hart's cry of 'centralization'. In the meantime, his work will inform and stimulate. I hope it will be widely read, even by those whose initial response is antipathetic. They will not regret the experience. He touches lightly but effectively on the growing realization in recent years that too much effort can be as harmful to weakened muscles as too little and that new and unforseen problems can develop many years after the initial recovery. As he and the others of the last polio-cohort in the developed world move toward old age, the final word on the subject has still to be said.
JD Swales
Meanwhile, this book is essential reading for all those interested in the realities of physical disability.
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